
 
 

RABBIT 

E.A. Hathaway 

 

   I am drunk driving up a hill on The Peninsula, looking out at the 

city lights after week of light rain, it is so clear. Chiggity check 

yourself before you wreck yourself is on the radio. I am singing and 

being very silly with my fingers and hands. Some mood I am in. Now 

a rabbit runs under my car. I see its white cotton butt as it jets out 

from a driveway, or a set of bushes, whatever life hole it came from. I 

don’t even have time to brake, and hear not a thing as I drive over it, 

not to mention how little I feel. But I am sure I have hit it. And I am 

sure this is the first living thing in my life I have ever run over. In 

fifteen years of driving. Not even a squirrel in all those days in the 

northeast, once even stopping short for a mouse in the dark. 

   Joey had hit something before. A deer. It felt like we had ran 

through a giant pothole, I turned to see the damage in the road, but 

instead saw it seizing on the sidewalk. Even my father had a cat on 

his record, he waited many years to tell us. But these are 

half-thoughts, and it is a full moon November night. Something about 

this accident reads profound to me, so I cycle back to see the rabbit 

fallout. When I get to the spot, expecting to see a carcass flattened 

red in the street with tires tread upon its soft back, I see nothing, and 

am not certain I am in the right spot at all. “Did I turn full circle, and 

enter some alternate world where there was no rabbit?”  I think, 

turning the music all the way down, “Or is this how life goes? A mad 

dash through the finish and then not even a sound, a bump, a trace 

left between the road lines? There must be more. This rabbit, it has a 

trick on me. It is in my undercarriage right now, and when I check it 

at home it is going to chew my face off. Yes, there must be more.”  

 

   My new home is an eerie place on the weekends; I still haven’t 

grown used to the quiet. And the quiet is bigger now because the 
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campus is vibrant and relentless during the school week -- children 

and maintenance and golf carts and class bells, every nature thing 

scared into the bushes. But on the weekends, it empties into a great 

flourish atop the canyon and every sound echoes like stories on a 

lake. You can hear peacocks coming up the trails in the early 

morning. The owls hooting all night. The crows chasing their colors. 

It is an odd solitude at school then, when I am mixed with freedom 

and fright.  

   I bend down to look underneath my car when I land. Waiting to 

have something fly out and latch onto my face. But it is nothing. Not 

even a spot on the tire. I come inside and write this story, and get 

drunker off wine than I have all week. I wake from the couch to 

shouting in the air. The screaming of women. Or one woman. I can’t 

tell. Sounds echo off the ceiling of clouds over the green nightland. 

There are many shouts when I wake. Just as the shouts in my sleep. 

Both like the screams of women. The full moon arcing down. 
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